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Busbi Burbi’s Mirror Magnificent is small, silvery, Rococo hand mirror that turns 
invisible whomever is holding it. This lasts as long as the user is keeping their own face 
visible in the mirror.


• As a bonus, when the user holds the mirror up in such a way that includes the 
user and up to 5 creatures, it will turn the closest 5 creatures into mirror images 
of the user.


• The mirror images portion of the spell is considered a concentration spell. If any 
of the creatures move out of range of the mirror, the user’s concentration will be 
broken and the user’s mirror images will revert back to their true forms — but the 
user’s invisibility will remain as long as the user is looking into the mirror. The 
mirror images portion of the spell will return once the targeted creatures are back 
in range again.


• The spell has the same illusion rules as the spell Disguise Self. The mirror images 
portion of the spell works 5 times and recharges at dawn. Invisibility for the user 
is unlimited unless the 5 charges for the mirror images portion is spent, in which 
case invisibility won’t be possible until next dawn.


• If the room is crowded with creatures entering and exiting the scene, 1 charge of 
5 charges will be spent every 5 creatures, whether those creatures are new 
additions to the scene or previously reflected doesn’t matter, creatures are 
counted equally as they enter and exit.


• The mirror can be used to peak around corners without activating the mirror 
images spell as long as the user isn’t reflected in the mirror.


• When the user is trying to avoid reflecting creatures in a crowded room (in order 
to stay invisible without turning people in the crowd into mirror images), use a 
dexterity save to succeed only reflecting the user.


• Noisy users in scale mail and plate armor must make stealth checks (with 
advantage).


• Walking with the mirror requires a dexterity check to remain invisible.

• The user cannot remain invisible with they are dashing, flying or traveling over 

rough terrain.


Casting Time Instantaneous
Range 60 Feet
Components Somatic
Duration Concentration 

(Partial)
Recharge 5 Charges if 

Mirror Images 
Used - 
Recharges at 
Dawn
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Busbi Burbi was an eccentric showman who produced elaborate stage musicals that 
centered around the glittering, gilded magical items he created. After a disastrous 
performance where 80 of his performers died in a synchronized swimming explosion, 
Busbi Burbi escaped into the unknown, taking all of his secrets with him. 
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